
Apps are proven tools that deliver efficiencies to
modern business. Apps now live anywhere: on a
public or private cloud, on-premises, and on mobile
devices. And your workforce accesses these apps
from anywhere, at any time.

Rainbow Secure offers an integrated identity and
Single sign on (SSO) to manage a common identity
for each user across your cloud & hybrid
infrastructure. Centralize app management with
next gen login graphical security authentication
reinforces your security posture, enhance user
experience, and improve IT efficiencies.

RAINBOW SECURE SSO FOR APPS
 Secure and seamless access for all your users on cloud, mobile and on-premise

Get industry-leading security: Improve
security with multi-layer authentication &
applying granular risk-based controls to all
SaaS and on‐premises apps.

Improve user experience: Reduce sign-in
friction, login stress, & forgive user mistakes.
Simplify app access with Rainbow Single
Sign-on (SSO), your custom branded App
Dashboard.

Reduce costs: Automate identity
provisioning workflows and enable self-
service tools to save time and money.



Rainbow secure
SSO

Legacy and on-premises apps: Provide seamless, secure Single Pane of
glass access to legacy apps hosted on-premises or in any public or
private cloud environment thanks to Rainbow Secure's flexible dual
handshake APIs and robust cloud infrastructue.

Cloud and SaaS apps: Configure and connect hundreds of
pre‑integrated apps to your custom Single Sign application gallery.
Give users SSO access to the apps they need, and automatically
provision or deprovision user accounts

Hundreds of Apps you can integrate
with Rainbow Secure including  Office
365, Dynamics, PowerApps, Google
Workspace, IBM Aspera, Workday,
NetSuite, Snowflake, ServiceNow,
Salesforce, SAP, Slack, Zoom, ZenDesk,
Dropbox, and  custom Apps on Azure,
AWS & Google Cloud Platorms.

Key features 
Rainbow Secure Identity & Single Sign On offers simple, centralized app management that delivers peace of mind
for users and IT administrators plus seamless, secure, stress free access for every app through features like:

Identity protection: Intelligently detect and
remediate to compromised accounts.

Graphical Color & Style based Security: Reduce IT
support time by enabling use of colorful passwords,
zero-trust passwordless OTP logins, & self-service
account resets, thus lowering need for support tickets.

Conditional Access: Enforce strong security policies
and risk assessments when granting access to
employees.

SSO: Save time with seamless and secure 
app access.

Automated user provisioning: Reduce costs with
automated creation, maintenance, and removal of
user identities and group level access for teams.

User app portal: Simplify app discoverability and
access with all apps in one location

Custom apps: Build native apps with best-in-breed identity and
security features like multi-layer graphical password & passwordless
zero-trust logins, SSO, AI Monitoring, Risk Analytics, and threat alerting.

Start securing & unifying your apps
access with Rainbow Secure today.
Learn more: www.rainbowsecure.com
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